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The system considered is an ideal rocket motor in which all 
psoperties depend only on distance from the injector face and droplets 
have unif'o~-m diameter on entry. Processes considered arc: droplet draz, 
vaporisation and chemical reaoticn. Equations are derived, integration 
of ?&bi.ch leads to a prediction of the minimum length of rocket motor. 
Such predictions are made for the Darticular case in which the chemical 
reaction rate is hic;h and the fuel and oxidant, though injected 
separately, have similar droplet properties. Calculations are made of 
the effects of droplet size, droplet injection velocity, final gas 
velocity, droplet transfer number, and other variables. The mean 
residence time, and the coilcentration-time curve of an injected tracer, 
are also calculated. 

I. Introduction *-..--w-- 

I,1 Purpose elf the-paper 

fJuc3 is known about the burni.z:ig *f single droplets, but t'his 
knowledge appears not to have been applied quantitatively to combustion 
in liquid-fuel rocket motors. 

The present repcrt represents such an allplication, which is 
intended ultimately te lead to:- 

(i) an assessment sf horr far actual rocket performance can 
be quantitatively explained in terms ef simple physical 
and chemical idealisations of the actual processes; 

(ii) the disclosure @f what fundamental data are needed for 
the understanding of rocket combustion and what are not 
necessary; 

(iii) guiding principles for the assistance of rocket motor 
designers. 

1.2/ 
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1.2 Liethod =-__I 

The paper is entirely theoretical, and involves the investigation 
of an ideal rocket motor, the main feature of T:hich is that droplet and 
gas oonditions are supposed to depend c:iLy on <istance from the injector 
face; i.e., the model is one-dLaensiona1. Both bi-propellant and 
mono-propellant systems can be considered in this may, 

Assumptions, based on small-scale experiments, are made for: 

(i) the law GP droplet vapcrizati9n 

(ii) the law of &roplet drag 

(iii) the law of chemical reactian rate. 

liiiathematical ardy3i.s then permits prediction of the variation 
of gas and droplet states along the length cf the combustion chzzaber. 
In particular the length necessary for conplete combustion can bc 
evaluated. 

1.3 General rcmzrl;s --a -_I(__-_- 

It will be shown that in a simple case (liodel 15) an a*lalytical 
scrlution is possible. in more complicated cases, numerical methods and 
high-speed computing IWJC~~~IIC~~ are required, but the solution procedure 
is still relatively straightforward. 

Use of the results of the theory requires data. about:- 

(i) the size and velocity of droplets produced by the 
injector, 

(ii) the thermodynamic properties CP the propellants, 

(iii) the chemical reaction rates in the propellant gases. 

Some tf these data are available, bu-t it is hoped that the present work 
will stimulate the oollection and measurement n? more. 

Only when thcsc data have been inserted in the theeretical 
solutions can the vdue of the theoretical mo&ls be assessed thoroughly. 
Eowever it appears that qualitatively the implications of the thccry 
are realistic, 

2. The One-Dimensional Idealisation .-_-T.&._-- .- --_I--._*a-m -Y 

2.1 Fsturc of the theoretical Fidel -*_I --~1~s%.-~->~~ Cml-LPIa 

Consider the liquid-fuel rocket motor shown in Fig. I. it 
is supposed that &rople-Ls of uniform size X-id uniferm velocity are 
injected throu& the injector and travel to the right. f\:o distinction 
is made between oxidant and propellant hoplets, although this could be 
done with a relatively s:?all extension r,f the theory. (Consideration of 

injected sprays sf nou-uniform size azld velocity is also possible, but 
involves a major increase in the anount of computation.) Fig. 2 shows 
the expected trerds. 

The droplets decrease continuously in diameter during their 
travel, as a result of vaporization. The mass fla;s- rate ef gas 
therefore incl.eases from zero at the injector plane t3 a maximum at the 

plane/ 
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plane where the droplets finally disappear. 'ihe relation between gas 
velocity and droplet size is easily determined from the mass-conservation 
principle. 

The droplets are injected at a finite velocity and at first 
are slowed dov~n by friction with the gas. Later however the gas velocity 
begins to exceed the droplet velocity as a consequence of vaparization 
and combustion; the droplets bhcrefore tend to be accelerated once mope. 

The state of the gas can vary between that of unreacted 
propellant vapour at the droplet temperature and that of combustion 
products in equilibrium;. The exteilt rf the approach to equilibrium 
depends cn the rate of chemical reaction. This rate depends on the 
instantaneous state of the gas, i.e., primarily on the local fuel-oxidar 
ratis and reactedness. 

1t 

It is assumed that the process is steady, that heat transfer 
t0 the dUCt walls is negl.ig<Dle, that turbulent mixing in a longitudinal 
direction is absent, and-that the kinetic energies of motion are small. 

2.2 The Ian of dro&.et vaporization WI-a-- 

The rate of decrease of droplet radius depends only on the 
instantaneous state of the droplet, the local gas state, and the relative 
velocity of droplet and gas, If the rocket is a bi-fuel one, chemical 
reacticn rates scarcely influence the rate af vaporization; 
mono-propellant droplet vaI~orizsti*n rates are affected by chemical 
reactivity however, at least for large droplets and large reaction rates'. 

as 
It is usually possible to Trite the law of droplet vaporization 

Dr dr 
-a x v-- = - c7(7-).i?(r).i; (Re) 
us; dx 

. ..(-I) 

where r = droplet radius 

D/D-t = substantial derivative 

v = droplet velocity 

x = axial driSt%?.C6? 

o- = function of reactedness, 7, = I for gas in 
equilibrium 

R = function of radius alone 

J (-l/r)(k/cp,) Cn(l + 13) in simple cases (Ref. I) 

k = average gas conductivity 

C = average gas specific heat 

h? = droplet density 

13 = transfer number 
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It is possible to take account, in the function R, of 
transient effects within the droplet, and of chemical reaction around the 
dzoplet. 11 is therefore a known function, as is B also. 

2.3 The law of dro&gt drag 

The rate of change cf droplet velocity depends on its mass 
and m-i its drag. The relation can be written as 

dv Yp 
v-- = - -8, (u - v).m(7).f, (Re) 

ax 2 P,? 
l ..(2) 

where 

% 
= viscosity of gas in equilibrium state 

m = function b+f r expressing variation of gas viscosity 
with temperature, = 1 if 7 = I 

f a = function of droplet Reynolds number. 

For small Be, fz = I; equation (2) reduces to Stokes's Law. 
AS the ReynoMs number increases, fz rises above unity. This is 

disoussed in Section 6.1. A modification to (2) maybe made to account 
for the fact that the outward mass transfer from the droplet surface 
tends to reduce the drag (see Section 5.1). 

2.4 The law of cher;;ical reaction rate - 

For mono-propellant droplets, chemical reaotion rate influences 
R, as alreaay indicated. Ref. 1 gives details of this influence for the 
case in which the bulk of the gas can be regarded as in equilibrium. 

When the reaction rate is sufficiently low, for either 
mono-propellant or bi-propellant systems, the gas stream reactedness is 
not unity. It is then necessary to take account of the way in which 
the reaction rate depends on reactedness (we assume for simplicity that 
the fuel-oxidant ratio of the gas stream is uniform; the more general 
case oan also be dealt with). 

Knowledge of chemical kinetics is insufficient to warrant 
more than the assumption of the law 

where 

q 
‘11’ = volumetric energy release rate, 

% 
= maximum value of $I', a function of the propllant 

composition, its pressure, and its initial temperature, 

If = function af reac-tdness. 

[N.B. Equation (3) is U.H.T. 4 of Ref. 2. See, for 

example, Ref. 3 for d..iscussion.1 

2.5/ 
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2.5 Differential eauations: llhysioal terms ---i--.--.A.._---W---->- _ I---~- - %I- 

Mass conservation in droplet va_itorization: --m.a--.w ."- -a--- .A- .-a.*-*-, -.-w-e - --a - 

o..(4) 

where G z mass flow rate ef injected material per unit duct area 

CT 
= density of gas in equilibrium 

u = gas velocity 

G = function of T expressing dependence of gas density 
on reactedness 

r = local droplet radius 

r. = droplot ra~dius at injeotion. 

Steady-flow enesr evation: -m-u- --- 

For an elementary control vol-ume enclosing the gas stream, 
we have 

dT r"d.r 
u c p s -- - 3 c j- G -- -- = ---+------uI 

e ax 
. ..(5) 

Y-2 Lo dx (Tk 

where T b = equilibrium (bur~d) gas temperature 

r-! 1 
U 

= tcinpcrature of newly-formed vapour 

& = heat transfer to &roplet to vaporize unit mass. 

In addition we have the differential equations (I) and (2). 

2.6 Prolkrina~ remarl:s about the solution L-lj*‘A. -.-.w- -..----uuI.~----~--.~- 

The differential equations, together with knowledge about the 
size and veloc-ity of the injected droplets and the properties of the 
substances, enable the conditions throughout the roalcet motor to be 
calculated witaout difficulty. 

Even without Fei?fOI'l'&lg the computations, it is possible 'CO 
see that the solution must yield curves of the general shape sketched in 
Fig. 2. This shows the steady decrease in droplet diameter, the steady 
rise of the gas velocity, and the initial decrease and subsequent 
increase of the droplet velocity. A quantity of great interest is X'$, 

the axial distance at which the droplets finally disappear; for 
clearly the rocket chamber should not be shorter than this length. 

The distribution of reactedness is also sketched. Although 
it is not evrdent from Fig. 2, experience of other types of steady-flow 
oombusticn, together with study of the differential. equations, m&es 
it probable that as the mass flon rate is increased {for fixed pressure) 
the reactedness will steadily fall; at very high rates it is likely 
that the flame will be altogether extingti-shed. This mfitter is 
analysed in Soetion 5.2 belo;:, a;fld in iiu-. 5. -P,.,- 
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2.7 Dif'ferential eauations: kinensionless form r-.m ~-s-d~--u-. --sa--w 

AS USL& before computation, it is found convenient to simplify 
the equations by definition and substitution 01' &incnsionless vari&bles. 
A suitable set are:- 

Dmplet radius : z z r/r0 m(6) 

Droplet velocity : X z p v/G 
Q 

m(7) 

Distance . . % i RG p @x/Gq, . ..(8) 
b 

Vaporimtion rate : /? z R/X,, d3) 

Droplet drag : S = 9+X~rOpz . ..(lO) 

Gas velocity : co I p&c- . ..(u) 

Chemical lottdirlg : L z X$, {c(T b-Tu)+Q jp&!& ’ l l (I 2, 

where s = R ~f~-;;h droplet i-ii er,-Lry state and. gas ii? CqUilikriUm. 

The differential equations thereupon t&e an the foliowing 
forms : 

(2) and (4): 
dX SIT, I-- 1 - if -; 

X -- = ra ---- a5 L m---e- - 6 4 c, -2 
(4): 03 = 0 - j" j/b 

(5): 
ai- l If 

L2 
4 tq 

-- = -*-------- -3 .j- (J- ------*--- 

d-c L (1 - 2:;) 1 -;;A x 

In these equations, the indepen&nt variable is the 
distance, g. The dependent variables are Z, x, T and W. 
relilaining symbols, we ha\-e 

CT = 0-b) 

‘C = FL, x - w) 

n = 44 

s = collst3nt 

C = c(;, yc - 0) 

6 = S(T) 

L = constant 

. ..03) 

l ..(14) 

. ..(95) 

. ..(ld) 

Of the 

..&7) 

. . .(13) 

. ..(lS) 

. ..(20) 

. ..(21) 

. ..(22) 

. ..(23) 

. ..(24) 
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fi = fLi 
GZJX - LOI --/ 
---------maBe i 

L-G m -1 
. ..(25) 

= fj- 
sg:. 1% - COI - 

f2 
I- 

---- *.--- -- .FL;e 
0 

_j 

l a l (26) 
ill 

Be - 2Gr& 0 - Q 
. ..(27) 

Where Cdl these fullctioas an& constants are supposed known. In addition, 
the solution will depend on the initial cisoplet injection velocity, X0. 

2.8 L~athematical features of the mblem - -.a---  ̂a -m-.3 .-.=.a-.-...* --.ep-- . . ..m. se.-- 

The equations (lj), (44) and (16) form a set of simultaneous 
fj_-?*- 
(< 

LO,t-or&cr different.&1 equations, B~creover the boundary conditions 
= 0 : ;: = I, X = G, dT/?Jz = Tinite) are all given at 

a single point. The problem is therefore one of straightforward nu.meriCal 

integration, for which many tochniqucs are available. 

Further, since 5 aripears o-nly in the denominator of the 
differential coefficients, division bf (I&) and (16) by (lj), for example, 
cnsurcs that only two equations have to be intcegrated simultaneously. 
The g:Ls velocity, w, can be evalua-te6 from (15) aftor completion of the 
. I in-ccgrations. 

It will be shoi-m below;; that in simple cases (Xiodel Ia) an 
analytical solution can be obtainecl. 

3 l 
h;oGel I: 3'as-t Reaction Rate 

1 mIyBs-.-.^- _ -.-._ __y -j.,...s--_- 

3.1 Nature of iCeali.nation -.-*a.- * = A d..--s - s a._+ LL-nBm- 

Yhen the chemical loacTing, L, is very small, examination of 
(i6j and some thought about its physical significance reveal that the 
reactedness 7 Will -+I, unity throughout; the gas phase is in 

.T equilioriua at all points. This occurs when the chemical reactivity Of 
the gJ.scs is very large. 

P'or bi-propellant systems, this means that the rate of ‘oumb& 

is entirely determilled by physical factors. Bor mono-propellants on the 
other hand, chemical reaction still influences the process because a 
flax -iJropngntes into the vapours streaming from tile droplet surface 
and increases the ier;pzrature gradient at the surfacer 

It is probable that many rocket motors operate &. the 
I.lodcl I rdgiae, 

3 l 2 iCathematica1 iii-$ications --*.--yIu--- . . ..__ . m_-.-w 

Sii1ce 7 = I ) equ:Ltion (16) no longer has to be considered. 
iJoreovcr we can put cr = I, m = I, and E z 1, Cc_uati\pns (l3), 
(14) rind. (-15) can be corresponLin&y simplified. 



wherein it will be ncted that the two functions of Reynolds number, 
fL and f,, appear as a ratio. Now these functions represent 
respectively the increases in heat transfer and drag due to inertia 
effects close to the droplet. Examination of heat transfer and drag 
data for small spheres reveals that, for Reynolds numbers lower than 33, 
the ratio f,/fr; is equal to unity within about 6,:. There is therefore 
little inaccuracy in assuming 

fa 
-- = I. . ..(29) 
fi 

This approximation converts (28) into a linear differential 
equation, directly integrable by means of an integrating factor. 
(28) becomes 

ax s s(1 - 23) 
-- - ---. x = - --------- . ..(30) 
G pf PF 

in which of course S is a constant while p is a function of ij alone. 
Its solution is 

&hen the initial droplet velocity X, is given, and S is known, 

evaluation of (31) gives the droplet velocity X as a function of the 
droplet radius <. 

The distance, c, for each < value can nom be determined by 
evaluating the integral pf equation (lj), with CT equal to uni@ as 
before, We obtain 

. ..(32) 

This can be evaluated beaause X is now a known function of z from 
(31), and 0 is evalaable from (15) with 6 put equal to unity, i.e., 

&I = 1-g . ..(33) 

f, > the Reynalds number function, can now be inserted via (25) as a 
function of <. Be, needs to be given. 

The length Isf the rocket motor necessary for the completicn 
of oombusti3n, 5s i.' - in 3imensienless terms, is given by putting Z = 0 
at the lower limit sf (32). 

4. @ode1 lx: Phy-i.calQ Controlled 'Japorization Rate Uu___cyYI *",,,-,, .--..--I *.m- A^_. 

4.1 Fatuse of the vaporiz3tion law yu__- --_-. 1Y&-.a.-bae.-a---1_9 

'V/e no;.{ consider a particularly simple, but practically 
important, example or" rockets in which the chemical reactivity is high 
but the droplet Rev~&Lds number is so small that fi = I. This is 

a/ 
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a particular example of the model L flane of Section j,j above. The . 
sys tern may be a bi-propellant one; or, if the fuel is a mono-propellant, 
then the droplets must be so sni!J. that the flames around them are 
relatively far from the surface, It is necessary that the hoplets 
should be in jetted at their -m-t-bulb temperature. 

!Pis C&SC is the well-known me in which the vaporization rate 
per unit surface area is inversely proportional to the droplet radius. 
This behaviour is expressed by 

4 .2 Solution of,~~uations a.=-- --- 

For this case, equations (jl) and (j?) reduce to 

x = [3c, + 3/(s - j)] :zs -I- 1 - 1f s/(s - 3) 

Equation (jj) also holds. 

. ..(35> 

At the end of combustion, we therefore have 

‘-I 6 = c: x = 1 .*.(37) 

m = I . ..(3@ 

c = p = (x, + 3S/lO)/(S c 2). . ..(39) 

Equations (37) CLIYI (38) of COUXYE hold for all Hodel. I flames at i: = 0 
as a result of the definition ol the quantities X and (n). 
Equation (39) is the interesting one, for it enables the minimum length 
of rock-t motor, x*, to be evaluated. 

For the particular case in which S = cx) (very large @S 

viscosity), the droplet velocity, X, always equals Jcne gas velocity, Oe 
The solution simplifies to 

x = c.0 = 1-2: . ..(-$I) 

. . . (lt2) 

. ..(s3) 

4.j ~.Yi.J$~c$ repre ' sentat~on of results 

Zquation (j9) has been evaluated. 6. ::: is plottea versus S 
zn FLg;. 3 for various values of X0 e It v:iJJm5be used belew for 
determining the xinimii permi ssil;le length af rocket motor. 

Equations (33), (35) a-d (36) hzve also been evaluated 
for various cocA3ination cf values of X, and S. Fig. Lb shows a 

set/ 
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set of curves for Xc = $ and S = I, which are believed to be 
values representative of rocket practice. These curves give the 
variation 
velocity 

and 00. 
Values of 

with rdis-txmce I z 02 the droplet velocity 31, the gas 
w > and the droplet radius z.. 

Pigs. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 7 give results for S = 0, C.5, 1, 2, 
The g, co and X curves are plotted on separate ,graphs. 

?c, equal to 0, o,s, 1 .o, 1.5 ana 2. 0 have been considered. 

The physical significance of the graphs is discussedbelow. 

5. Discussion of the IUodel Is Results .x -*s-a .u --ernl~m, - ---~~l_---~c~ 

5.1 Thl=_&prificance of S a .zi-.e.c-.II- 

From equc:tion (10) and the definition of R, we have 

YP& r 
0 

,y = c-- - ---------------- 

2;bp4 (k/Cpe)&il(l + S) 

??r 

= ---------- . ..(4-&> 

2&n(l + Ei) 

where Pr is the Prandtl number of the gas and meax values of the 
transport properties are used. 

If, as is reasonable, the droplet drag is reduced below its 
Stokes Law value by outxard mass transfer from the surface in tile ratio 
(i/L)4n(l+B), equation (*) can be corrected to 

l?oiiJ, fnr all gases, Fr is about 0.7. The transfer 
number Ii varies with the gasand liquid properties but is of the order 
of 6 for bi-propellants, and somewhat lower for mono-propellants. 
iF'e conclude that S is of the order of 0.5. This value is included 
among these used in the calculations; other values 'have been covered in 
order to exhibit the trends. 

5.2 The significance of E*; relation to ,&IJ -,-__. 

From equation (8) and the definition of R, vre have 

r* x* p 
(k./cp,)cAl(l + l3) 

‘5 = s..----m.--l.w-m-C--s 
e; 

. ..(G) 

Ge 

Yith c* kncwn Icrom Fig. 3, and ether quantities given among the 
desig da-ta, equation (46) can be ussd to perr>it calculation of X*, 
the minkmum length of rocket motor for coaplete combilation. 

It is evident; that, other t'hings being equal, x9 is 
proportionalto G; i.e., the grcatcr the mass flow per unit 
cross-sectional area, the longer the combustion chamber musL be. 
This means that there is a maximu: pe missible mass flow per unit 
volume. 

This/ 
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This fact underlies the use of the charactzristic le-tq$h, L<', 
to specify rocket rnotor cOnditiol;r,. Since 

where A = motor cross-s,zctional area 

% = throat cros s-sectional area, 

and since from the theory of one-dimensional conpressi.Lle isentropic 
flow 

-- = - -- --___._ -,--e-L 

% U ; 
f” Y+l _I 

where y = ratio of specific heats Of 'Lhe gas (assuned Constant) 

h4 = Bisch number of fully burned g ruses in combustion chamber 

= G/P ga 
a = sonic velocity of gases in combustion chamber, 

we have, 

. ..(49 

Equation (49) perrZ.ts L': to Le evaluated from the properties 
sf the propellants and the injected droplet radius r0. In addition 
it is necessary t0 kno~i E3:, which depends, as Pig. 3 shows, 011 S cznd 
x0 * S is established ?rom the considerations discussed in Section 5.1; 

the ratio of droglet injection velccity to final gas veloci'cy in 
and may therefore also bc assumed known. 

The expression in equation (49) will often be sufficiently 

5.3 Exar~the calculation Of L* /--I _m_s-l-.- ....‘.-I)YI-B- 

The following data may be taken as rqresentative of many 
rocket notors:- 

a = 3000 / ft sec. 

r0 = cl.cog cr! 

(:q/~p,)~il(l + c) = 2 x lcT3 cm2 /set 

V+l - ---- 
I.IV(y + I)311 -t (y - -1jiG/p,,a)“/233 2TY-4 7 = 0.6 
;=:> = c1 0.2 (PLt?Oi2 F1@. 3 witi S = 0.5, 7& = 0.3). 

lienc e/ 
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Henoe we obtain 

Lx: 
= 0.2 x 3000 x (o.oo5)a x O&/2 x 1o-3 

= Lb.5 rt = 54 inches. 

This is of the order of magnitude encountered in practice. 
more detailed examination of particular cases is necessary, 

Although 
we can 

already conclude that it is possible that the theoretical Model Ia is 
capable of representing practical rocket performance reasonably well. 

5.4 I)risoussion of gas and dropl@ velocity distributions n-----I* 

Taking Fig. 4 as typical, we see that the droplet velocity X 
at first decreases as a result of the drag exerted by the gas. However 
the gas velocity w increases as a result of vaporization and burning 
(indicated by the decrease in droplet radius <). Gventuslly the gas 
velocity exceeds that of the droplet; 
the latter, 

the drag nOi< tends to accelerate 
The droplets only succeed in "catching up with" the 

gas at the last moment however, namely at g* where z has just become 
zero. 

Figs. 5 to 9 illustrate the Tay in which the values of S 
and X, affect the velocity distributions. In Fig. 5, where S = 0, 
the droplet velocity is unaffected by drag, so X = X, throughout. 
In Fig, 9, the other extrei;le case, where S = 03, d-rag is so great 
tnat the droplets and gas have the same velocity whatever the value of 
x.o . Figs. 6, 7 and 8 illustrate more realistic conditions. It Will 
be recalled that in practice S is likely to vary bettieen 0.5 md 1. 

For a fixed value of S, the graphs shoi-r that c*, the 
quantity entering the expression for L", always increases with X0 O 
This means of course that droplets which are injeotcd at high speed 
penetrate P ar downstream before burning, requiring a long combustion 
chamber. The kodel Ia i;hcory leads to the practical conclusion that 
the injection velocity ought to be small. Hcwever considerations of 
chemical reaction rate indicate a limit to this (Idodel II theory, Ref. 5) 
(set also Section 9.2 belowj. In practice X, probably varies between 
0.1 and 0.5. 

SuE;ar?J of factors influencin~~ -F_d-ml*l *. 

Equation (49) and Pig. 3 provide the information from which 
we can deduce Ifhat can be done to make L* small:- 

(i) c'lF ;ho$d be small. This depends only on X, and S 
i . S is not in the designer's control, but X0 

is. It'should be small. 

(ii) B should be large. This means that the fuels should 
have large heat of reaction and small latent heat of 
vaporization. They should be injected at this adiabatic 
vaporization temperature; this usually means that they 
should be heated betifcen leaving the fuel talks and 
entering the injector. 

(iii) The injeoted droplet radius should be stall, for 5;':' is 
proportional to the square of the initial droplet size. 
Although not dealt ;I;ith e,xplicitly by the foregoing theory, 
we can be certain that, if the droplets are not of uniform 
size on entry, it is the largest ones which control LG. 

(iv>/ 
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(iv) G/pga, i,e., the Mach number of the gases in the combustion 

chamber just before entering the nozzle, should preferably 
be much less than unity; for then this term, which in any 
Case is of secondary importance, vanishes entirely. One 
may conclude that short fat chambers can have a somewhat 
smaller L" than long thin ones. The effect is not 
straightforward however, for X, may increase as 
is decreased, 

G/Pg" 

(4 a, Y and (k/cp4) are usually not under the designer's 

control, and in any case vary comparatively little from 
one propellant system to another. Moreover for a given 
gas at/k is almost independent of temperature. 

6. z Effect of Droplet Reynolds Number 

6.4 Model Ia at larger Reynolds numbers 

In the above calculations it was found convenient to put 
fi = I, this involved assuming that Stokes's Law held for drag and 
that the Nusselt number of the droplet was 2. We now consider the 
error involved in this assumption. It is convenient still to assume 
Reynolds Analogy, namely fi = fi; for fi we take the Frzsslin& 
equation, which in the present notation becomes, for Pr = 0.7, 

fi = 1 + 0.245 Rc,.lw - X1.i: . ..(50) 

where Re, is obtained from (27). 

6.2 Results for X, = &, S = 1 

Equations (33 
i 

and (35) are unaffected by the new expression 
for fL. Equation (36 must be replaced however by the quadrature 
expression (36). 

Equation (36) has been evaluated for the case X, = $, S = 1 
for three values of Be,, namely 40, 100 and 1000. The corresponding 
curves for Z:, cL) and X versus E are plotted in Fig. IOa, b and C* 
These curves should be compared with those of Fig. 4. 

6.3 Discussion 

Comparison shows that the main effect of increasing Re, is to 
reduce the horizontizl scale of the diagrams. The corresponding values 
for E* are shown in Table I. 

Table 1 
I I i 

' Re, : 0 10 100 1000 ! 
I 1 I 

cy ; 0.267 0.21 0,147 0.077 
-1 . 

Values of Re, in practical rockets vary considerably, but 
they are likely to be of the order of 100 in many cases. We see 
that consideratri.on of this effect may yield a c", and so an L*, of 
only one half the W.~a~lle obtained 2-P the Reynolds number is assumed small. 

7./ 
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7 l Residence-Time Calculations m-w 

7.1 Purpose 

It has been suggested that the processes occurring inside 
rocket motors might be investigated experimentally by injecting a 
momentary pulse of tracer material into the fuel line; the variation of 
the tracer concentration in the exhaust gases would then be measured. 
In order to aid in interpreting such diagrams, it is interest2fig to see 
what concentration-time curves are to be expected for Model Ia flames, 

Since the droplet and gas velocities have been calculated as 
functions of position <, it is merely a matter of integration to 

calculate and plot the paths of droplets and gas particles on a 
distance-time (c-0) diagram. 

We obtain that the dimensionless time 
*E whicfa a droplet 

takes to reach the position E; from the injector face is given by:- 

ee. = $-(I - z2) . ..(51) 

where, of course, ;= is obtainable, for low Re, from (36). 8 is 
related to real time t by 

8 = Rot&. . ..(52) 

The time B 
g 

spent by the gas between position c and the exit 
is given by 

s 

;= z.% 
0 -w--e- 

g= ol-;s’ 
. ..(53) 

the evaluation of which in terms of E requires both (35) and (36). 

Equations (51) and (53) have been used to construct Fig. II@ 
which shows a single droplet path and several gas particle paths on an 
E-0 diagram for the Model Ia case, X, = &, S = I. 

It is seen that the droplet at first overtakes gas particles, 
is later overtaken by the? ,,, and finally travels along with them. In 
particular it wilZ be noted that the gas particles take an infinite time 
to travel the whole distance from the injector to the outlet (G = E"), 
because of their very low velocities near the injector. 

7.3 Residence-time distribution 

Values of 2 (0.9, 0.3, . . . . 0.1) are marked at appropriate 
places on the droplet path. These indicate the proportion of initial 
droplet mass still in the liquid phase. 

An element of the droplet at first travels along the droplet 
path, and then, on vaporization, travels along the gas particle path. 
The outer layers of the droplet "peel off" first. Thus the layer at 

radius < = TO.9 travels with the droplet to the point marked 
z7 = 0.9 and then enters the gas. 

These considerations have been used to construct Fig. II(b), 
showing C (= concentration of tracer at t;;*) versus 0, which is 
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plotted with C horizontal on the right. It is evident that, for a 
time 0 = 0,41 after injt-ction caf the tracer, c is zero; thereafter 
the tracer concentration rises suddenly to a peak followed by a slow 
fall-off. Between 0 = 0.41 and c = 0.5, the time at which the 
droplet arrives, the tracer concentration consists of two contributions, 
one having vsporized early, the other late; fron 0 = 0.50 onwards, 
only tracer from tht= outer layers of the droplet appears. 

Vc may conclude that, even in the absence of tclrbulent 
mixing in a stres.;lvJise direction, and in the (r qbsonco of recirculation, 
the differing velocities of droplet and gas ensure a wide spread in the 
residence times of elements of a tracer pulse. 

It would of course be interesting -to test this consequence 
oxpcrincntally. 1:hethzr the technique can be us&! to confirm the 
validity of the present view of rocket combustion depends however on 
what residence-time dislributions are to be expected from other 
combustion ?IlccllCLnisl:;S, j Such disWi.butior c iv !?nve not, yet been examined. 
IIowever it caln be stated the-t if intense tMx,il.~~ce were dominant, the 
residence-time distribution nould be much more symc;Gtrical than that of 
Pig. II(b). 

7*t+ Time-13 -,_ -~- 

Sono theories of lOa-freqLl.C~?cy rocket motor oscillation make 
use of the concopt of a "time-1aE;" between injection and combustiOn. u 
The present theory throws light on this concept. Inspection of 
Fig. IA(a) shoves, for the Xodel Ia cas:3 '& = >- S = I, the 2 9 
relation bett-Jcen 5 DE from injection 0 and fraction unvaporized i$. 
Assuming, as has bten donc above, that the reaction rate is very hi&, 
the fraction burned is I - c. Pin. 1 2 shocrs a plot, for the case of 
Fig. II, of time of burning versus fraction burned. 

It is evident that the burning is spread out over a 
dimensionloss time of 0 = 0.5. One half cf the droplet has burned 
however after a time of 0 = 0.13. For simple theories this might be 
assumed to be the average time lag. Ins~ction cf equation (52) and 
the definition of R shorts -iAnat), in real terms, tho time lag is 
proportional to the inverse square of the droplet radius for &iodel Ia 
rockets. 

It should be observed that there is no direct relation between 
the above average time-lag and the residence-times measuredby the tracer 
technique. 

8. Relation of Present Tork to that of Priem 78 
-- 

Since the present -,::ork nas begun, two reports by ?ricm have 
become avnilaLle ;-which proceed along similar lines. The following 
similarities and differences may be noted. 

8.1 Similarities __I-*-I_-a.- 

IJrieni postulates 2, model which is essentially the same as 
Kc&l I of the present paper. Reynolds number effects are considered, 
but chemical reaction is not. The results are expressed in the form 
of curves of drog!.ct size 2fiG velocity, gas veicc~ity, etc., versus 
distance. 

8.2 Differences .---.*--.s 

The main feature in which Ref. 7 goes beyond the present work 
is in taking account of transient effects in the droplet, i.e., in 

supposing/ 
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supposing that the liquid is injected below that of adiabatic vaporizction. 
It is shown that this considerably reduces the rate of vaporization in 
the regions close to the injector. 

Priem solves his equations nlAmericallyby means of a high-speed 
computing machine. The equations are not expressed dimensionlessly, so 
the solutions can only be used for the particular droplet sizes, fuels, 
and injection conditions for which integrat;ions have been carried out. 
n-heptane was the fuel, burning in oxygen; the latter is supposed, 
implicitly, to have the same physical properties as heptane. 

In Ref. 8, Prien considers the case in which not all the 
heptane droplets have the same initial radius, The calculations show 
that, as may be expected, the minimum combustion chamber length is 
controlled by the larger droplets in the injected spray. 

e.3 Comparison -, 

Friem's work has shown that transient effects are important, 
In the present method these can Fe accounted for by introducing the 
appropriate F(;S) function. Such solutions will be reported in a 
later paper. Priem's treatment of non-uniform sprays marks a definite 
step foriVard. 

In the author's opinion, the use of dimensionless variables is 
an advantage of the present formulation; it increases generality, 
permits trends to be perceived, and eases the calculations. The present 
calculations have been performed with a desk calculating machine. 

9. Further Vork to be Done B.-f---- 

3.1 Zxamination cf actual rocket data --A.- - c_*c- 

If the foregoing theory is to be useful, a detailed study of 
actual rocket combustion must be made in its light. 'There are three 
parts to this:- 

(i) Collection of data on droplet sizes, injection velocities, 
final gas velocities, latent heats of fuel vaporization, 
heats of reaction, etc., for practical fuels and injectors. 

(ii) Insertion cf these daka in the above theoretical relations, 
leading to predictions of I,*, residence-time distribution, 
pressure distribution, etc. 

(iii) Comparison of These predictions with the experimental 
aerformance of the correspending rocket motors, and 
L 

subsequent refinement of ihe theory to make agreement better. 

9.2 Further theoretical work PY 

More Zodel I flames need to be investigated, 
the P(G) relations ap~ropristc to mono-propellants', -0 , 

particularly with 
and those valid 

for fuels of initially low temperature. lt may GC possible, as a 
result of such studies, to explain the markedly different Lgc values 
of current bi-pronellant and mono-propellant rockets and also to provide 
rules for the de&ner. 

Blodel Ii flames need to be investigated in order to establish 
the r"ole of chemical reaction in rocltit motors. That there is such 
an influence can bc ascertai?led by inspecting equation (16) for the 
neighbourhood of the injector (;; = I). Ge find that unless the 

chemical/ 
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chemical loading L is Icss than abo-ut X,/2 the flam will be 
extinguished, Now combining the definition (12) of L with the 
ilefinition of R,, we have as a condition for existence of a flaEe: 

------ 
kpg cc T, d - TU -i- Q>h(l + B) X0 
WI* 1--111--------------_----- < mm. . 

"b? 
p' 
"m 512 2 

It appears that very small droplets, coupled vlith low injection 
velocity, may succeed in extinguishing the flame. It is necessary to 
examine, in the light of available reaction-rate data, whether this 
conitition is in practice easily or only just fulfilled. 

It shollld be emphasised that only steady combustion has been 
considered. Howcvcr the one-dimensional model may in time prove helpful 
in the study of unsteady phenomena as retell, 

IO. Conclusions L-s-- 

(a) A one-dimensionA theoretical model of a liquid fuel rocket 
motor has been set up, taking account of droplet motion, gas motion, 
droplet disappearance, and chemical reaction. 

w The equations arc simultaneous first-order tifferential 
equations presenting no serious matheifiatical difficulty. With some 
sir3plifications, which are believed to be realistic for rmny practical 
cases, analytical solution is possible. 

(4 When chemical reaction is very rapid, the L" of a propellant 
system is chiefly deterr?,ined by the size and velocity of the injected 
droplets* An explicit formula is given, permitting calculation of L". 

(d) The Kain need nod is for collection of the appropriate data 
for injectors and fuels, the insertioil of these data in the theoretical 
equations, and the comparison of the predictions with experiment. 
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